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L’imagination est la reine du vrai 
et le possible est une des provinces du vrai. 
Charles Baudelaire 

Investigation of the details of the V,05 crystal structure shows the vanadium coordination to be purely 
square pyramidal SP, the single [VrO,] layer S being built up by endless double strings of V05 
SP associated by comer sharing. This unit allows to describe all the VOB’s structures exhibiting S 
layers, i.e., o-M,V,05 (M = all elements), E-, 6-, y-LiXV20s, o’-Na,VrOr , CU~,~V~O~. The structural 
mechanisms which govern the phase transitions E + 6, F + y have been described, as well as the 
transformations by crystallographic shears, slips, and V05 SP reversal of E (or a) into the 3-D networks 
of p or p’-M,V,O, phases. The complete Li,VrOr system versusf(T, X) is described and the evolution 
of the cell parameters for E and y phases is accounted for by introducing the puckering angle p of the 
S layers. The demonstration of the slipping of the S layers quantified by shift A, expressed as a fraction 
or unit of the height of an octahedron, has made it possible to propose various original stackings for 
these layers; some ideal structures are described. A mechanism explaining the M intercalation between 
S layers shows that for large cations new layers are formed after shrinkage of two S layers giving 
double [V,O,] layers D of the D4 and D4M types built up by endless quadruple strings and DZ type 
obtained from cross-linked double strings of V06 octahedra sharing edges and corners. This assumption 
is supported by the structure of the new VOB, r-N%,,t,Vz05, which is an intergrowth of the D4 and DZ 
layer types. Using these units in combination with A slips has permitted a unifying description is given 
for all known structures: 6-Ag,V20S, 6-Sr,Vz05, B-K,,,V,Or , u-C~,~V~O~, v-K,,,,V,O~, v-Rb,,,,Vz05, 
~-WU,.,,V,OS, E-CU,V@S > P-K, soV,Os , . , and many other possibilities are suggested. D 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 

Introduction attention for many years. Structurally, the 
V,05 network is viewed as exhibiting the 

Because of its wide applications, in pure characteristics of layer and crystallographic 
form or via its numerous compounds, vana- shear structure. Its formula yields a wide 
dium pentoxide has been the focus of much vanadium oxide bronze VOB family, 

M,V,O, (M = alkali, alkaline earth, metals), 
* Mailing address: CIEMES-LOE/CNRS, B.P. 4347, which shows several original [V,O,] net- 
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V,O, and its derivatives have catalytic, 
physical, electrochemical properties di- 
rectly related to their nonstoichiometric for- 
mulas and their atomic architectures. 

0 

The present discussion on crystal chemis- 
try includes V,O, and MXV,05 compounds 
characterized by single (S) and double (D) 
layer lattices. 

pyramid 

This paper is organized as follows. In the 
first section we recall certain basic facts that 
must be present in any analysis. The V,05 
host lattice is a pure single layer S structure 
built up in one direction by infinite double 
strings of square pyramids SP VO, which 
share edges and corners along the short pe- 
riod of the layer (- 3.7 A) (Fig. 1) and held 
together by corner sharing in the remaining 
directions. 

Following this discussion, it is shown that 
these VO, SP (Fig. 1) associated in double 
strings are the basis for discussion of S net- 
works with particular emphasis on the 
Li,V,O, VOB, which is so important be- 
cause of its properties. 

Then it is shown how these S layers build 
double layers following M atoms intercala- 
tions in the V,O, host lattice and the various 
adjustments in stacking layers versus the - .- 

c> 
0 
-3.7A 
projection 
ZtXiS 

nature of M (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, Mg, Ca, rlc. I. Endless strings (b) of V05 square pyramids 

Sr, Cu, Ad (0. 
(a) sharing edges and corners; (c) ideal representation 
in projection along short 3.7 8, parameter. 

Single Layer Structures 

V,O, Structure 

The crystal structure was first investi- 
gated by Bystrom et al. (2), then by Bach- 
mann et al. (3), and recently refined by 
Enjalbert and Galy (4). It has been inferred 
that the oxygen-vanadium coordination is 
fivefold (square pyramidal SP), but it has 
also been described as a distorted octahedra 
by taking into account a sixth oxygen, far 
from vanadium (2.791 A). This long in- 
teratomic distance is opposite the shortest 
V-O bond directed toward the apex of the 
square pyramid. These choices entail widely 
different structures. First, chasing coordi- 

nation number 5 for vanadium (CN5) leads 
to a V,05 layer structure, while CN6 leads 
to a structure that can be considered similar 
to the R form of Nb,05 (Fig. 2b) (Gruehn 
(5)). The latter structure is the result of the 
crystallographic shear operation t[ lOO]( 100) 
occurring every two octahedra in the well 
known ReO,-type network. This ambiguity 
has been with us for a long time. Our aim, 
in this paper is to resolve the issue. 

The abnormal cparameter. Note first that 
the c parameter is wider than expected in 
V,O, (4.368 A) (Table I), i.e., -3.830 A 
(based on the diagonal of the SP along 11001 
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a) 

FIG. 2. Idealized V205 (a) and R-Nb205 (b) structures. Triangles represent square pyramids V05 (a) 
and squares NbOn octahedra (b). Thick lines and the darker shaded areas indicate a shift of b/2 compared 
with the thin lines and lighter shaded areas. 

(11.512/3 A)). A detailed analysis of the 
vanadium-oxygen bonding and its implica- 
tion on oxygen-oxygen distances can ac- 
count for this fact straightforward. To ex- 
plain this (cf. Fig. 2a), note that the 
vanadium atom establishes a strong cova- 
lent bond (double bond character, vanadyl 
group V=O) with 01 at the apex of the SP 
(V-01 = 1.577 A) and is thereby pulled out 
of the basal plane by 0.470 A; the opposite 
V-012 interatomic distance is 2.791 A, too 
long by far. This implies that there is no 
bonding. Hence the V,05 layers cannot be 
held together via V-012 interactions. 

In addition, O-O repulsion occurs be- 
tween oxygens 012 and 01 of adjacent lay- 
ers, thus inducing a weak tilt of the V-01 
bond with respect to the [OOI] direction. The 
01-012 distance stabilizes at 3.003 A, 
where a Van der Waals contact exists. 

Another significant detail germane to our 
argument is the interspace of 0.27 A be- 
tween the planes parallel to (001) passing 
through 01 and 012 (cf. Fig. 2a). 

These observations confirmthat the long 
V-O 12 interaction has been readily broken. 
Thus the V,05 structure must be strictly de- 
scribed as [V,O,], layers, built up from V05 
square pyramids sharing edges and corners, 

the assembly being held together via Van 
der Waals interactions. These established 
basic facts will help us comprehend the 
structures of a range of V,O, compounds. 

M,V,O, vanadium oxide bronzes. These 
semi- or metallic conductors compounds 
possess extended homogeneous ranges of 
composition, that result from a nonstoichio- 
metric intercalation of M cations within the 
[V,O,] network. It may be assumed that the 
balance of the electric charges is due to the 
mixed valence of vanadium atoms (V5+, 
V4+). The [V,O,] network for these com- 
pounds can be built up from: 

-single layers of [V,O,] type as in 
‘Y-M,V,O~ (M = almost all elements and x 
small (sO.l)), a’-Na,V,O,, y-, E-, and 
&Li,V,O,; 

-double layers of 6-AgXV,O, type; 

-a mixture of double and zig-zag layers, 
~-~~dW5 type; 

-and, three dimensional (3-D) networks 
like the @Na,V,O, and p’-Li,V,O, types. 

The P-type structure, determined by 
Wadsley (6), as well as the p’ form (Galy 
et al. (7)) exhibit tunnels parallel to [OlO], 
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TABLE 1 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA OF SOME VANADIUM OXIDE BRONZES MxV,05 

Compounds 

MxV,Os 

Space 
x a& b(-& cc& P(“) V(A3) Z V/Z(A3) group References 

VP5 
Ideal Vz05 
R-Nb20S 

o(-LixV105 
a-Li,V20S 

E-Li,V205 

tz-Li,VZ05 

6-Li,Vz05 

MO’205 
y-Li,V205 
p-LixVz05 
/3’-LixV,0s 
a’-NaxV205 

cu,v205 
CaV205 
NaV,O,F 
T-Na,Vz05 

6-Ag,VzO5 
6-SrxV,Os 
6-K,V205 
v-CaxV205 
v-K,V205 
v-Rb,V205 
~-PJH~)xVzO5 
E-CU,V20S 

~-KxVzos 

11.512(3) 3.564(3) 4.368(l) 179.2 2 89.6 Pmmn (4) 
11.512 3.564 3.830 157.1 2 78.6 Pmmn This paper 
12.79(l) 3.826(4) 3.983(3) 90.8(2) 194.9 2 97.5 (5) 

(9, 10) 
(20) 

(20) 

(19) 

(17) 
(18) 
(7) 
(7) 
(7) 
(12) 
(15) 
(14) 
(13) 
(26) 
(22) 
(29) 
(30) 
(30 
(30) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 

0.04 11.460(6) 
0.10 11.495(5) 

3.554(2) 4.368(l) 177.9 2 88.9 
3.565(2) 4.386(8) 179.7 2 89.9 

Pmmn 
Pmmn 
Pmmn 

or 
P2,mn 
Pmmn 

or 
P2,mn 
Amma 
Amma 
Pnma 
C2lm 
C2lm 
P2,mmn 
Pmmn 
Pmmn 
Pmmn 
C2im 
C2im 
C2lm 
C2/m 
C2lm 
C2lm 
C2lm 
C2lm 
C2lm 
Ccmm 

0.45 11.413(5) 3.563(2) 4.518(9) 183.7 2 91.8 

3.589(3) 4.683(8) 190.5 2 95.3 1 .oo 11.335(5) 

1.00 11.2423(g) 3.6018(3) 9.9054(9) 401.1 4 100.3 
11.019(5) 3.696(3) 9.965(5) 405.8 4 101.5 
9.702(5) 3.607(2) 10.664(6) 373.2 4 93.3 

15.464(6) 3.599(2) 10.068(6) 110.9(l) 523.3 6 87.2 
15.266(6) 3.618(2) 10.100(6) 107.7(l) 531.4 6 88.6 
11.318(5) 3.611(2) 4.797(3) 196.1 2 98.0 
11.313 3.613 4.804 196.4 2 98.2 
11.347(3) 3.605(3) 4.892(3) 200.1 2 100.0 
11.318(5) 3.609(2) 4.802(3) 196.1 2 98.1 
11.648(2) 3.650(7) 8.879(l) 90.9(l) 377.4 4 94.4 
11.742(g) 3.667(3) 8.738(5) 90.5(l) 376.2 4 94.1 
11.759(g) 3.695(3) 8.789(5) 91.83(l) 381.9 4 95.5 
11.68(l) 3.662(3) 9.48(l) 92.1(l) 405.2 4 101.3 
11.805(2) 3.709(l) 9.270(2) 101.9(l) 396.2 4 99.0 
11.63(l) 3.668(3) 9.55(l) 101.5(l) 399.2 4 99.8 
11.63(4) 3.664(8) 9.75(3) 101.2(l) 407.6 4 101.9 
11.814(2) 3.674(2) 9.80( 1) 102.7(l) 415.0 4 103.7 
11.780(g) 3.691(3) 8.876(5) 111.8(l) 358.3 4 89.6 
11.607(3) 3.674(l) 18.670(g) 796.2 8 99.5 

1.00 
0.30 

1 

0.64 

0.70 
0.68 
0.50 
0.50 
0.60 
0.62 
0.40 
0.50 
0.85 
0.50 

which are more or less filled by M cations. trigonal prisms (Table I). The space group 
The nature of the various structural possibil- is identical to that of V,O, , i.e., Pmmn, with 
ities with variations in M has already been all vanadium crystallographic sites being 
explained (Galy et al. (8)) and is not of para- identical and accommodating the small 
mount importance for a further discussion. amount of V4+ cations (Fig. 3). 

a’-Na,V,O, type. The CY’ phase exists for 
0.70 I x I 1 and is closely related to 
c+LiXV205 (Table I), but with a major differ- 
ence, though. The space group P2,mn-hkl 
extinctions as for Pmmn- exhibits two dif- 
ferent sites for vanadium atoms (II, 22). 
Electronic localization has been clearly re- 
vealed in the structure of a’-NaV,O, (x = 1) 

Basic Single Layer S Structures 

wLi,V,O, type. This structure established 
by Galy et al. (9, 10) is directly obtained 
from V,O, , a small amount of lithium (less 
than x = 0.10) being introduced between 
the layers on sites that can be described as 
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. a . 

FIG. 3. Ideal representation of the a-phase. Triangles 
represent V05 square pyramids and circles M atoms. 
Thick lines and the darker shaded areas indicate that 
both triangles and circles are shifted by b/2 compared 
with thin ones. 

the size of the two SP being typical for V5+ 
and V4+. The confirmating demonstration 
was done by means of the synthesis and 
crystal structure determination of NaV,O,F 
(only V4+) (Carpy and Galy (13)). This com- 
pound is strictly isostructural with (Y- 
Li,V,O, having the space group Pmmn, 
which has also been attributed to CaV,OS 
(Bouloux and Galy (14). The Cu,V,O, struc- 
ture (x = 0.64) determined by Christian et 
al. (25) is related to a-phases in spite of the 
high copper content. 

y-LixVz05 type. Compound homogeneity 
range was found to be 0.88 I x I 1 and the 
structure exhibits puckered [V,O,], layers 
in which, for the first time, the electronic 
localization has been established (Table I). 
Thus two [V’+O,] and [V4’05] square pyra- 
mids of widely different sizes where ob- 
served. The lithium between layers is octa- 
hedrally surrounded by oxygens (Galy et al. 

FIG. 4. Ideal representation of the y-phase. 

FIG. 5. Ideal representation of the s-phase. 

(16, 7)). Figure 4 schematically depicts an 
ideal structure of this phase. 

&Li,V,O, type. This layered structure has 
been determined by Cava et al.‘s (17). It 
consists of [V,O,], layers of the VZO, type, 
alternatively shifted by b/2 along [OlO] (Ta- 
ble I). This implies a doubling of the c pa- 
rameter. Lithium atoms are surrounded tet- 
rahedrally (Fig. 5) The assigned space group 
Amma implies equivalent vanadium sites in 
spite of the formal formula LiV5+ V4+05. 
Again, MgV,O, , a hypovanadate (vanadate 
IV) earlier isolated by Bouloux et al. (18), 
is isostructural to &LiV,O, (see Table I). 

For the space groups, &LiV,O, and 
MgV,OS, appear to behave as a’-NaV,O, 
(P2,mn) and the family V,Os, a-LiVZOs, 
CaV,O, , and NaV,O,F (Pmmn), suggesting 
that an electronic localization could occur, 
making the space group A2,ma more suit- 
able for the 6 phase; the centric space group 
corresponding exactly to MgV,O, . 

M Intercalation between S Layers 

Apart from the (Y phase, common to all 
M,V,O, oxide bronze families, only the 
smallest alkali or earth-alkali cations like Li, 
Na, Mg, and Ca seem to intercalate between 
S layers; there exists only a single phase for 
c$-Na and stoichiometric compounds for Ca 
and Mg. Lithium yields several structures 
as composition and temperature are varied. 
Our research effort must now form on a 
better understanding of how Li,V,O, phases 
evolves. 
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FIG. 6. Diagramf( T, x) of the various homogeneity 
ranges of the (Y, p, /3’, and 6 phases, according to data 
provided by Murphy (19) and Gaiy (7). 

The lithium case-Li,V,O, . After investi- 
gating this system by solid-state chemistry, 
at around 650°C (Galy et al. (7)), soft chem- 
istry was used to introduce lithium atoms 
into the V,O, network. This led to a range 
of new phases as shown by Murphy et al. 
(19) and (Dickens et al. (20)). The results are 
summarized below: 

Room tempera- 0 < x 5 0.10 a 
ture (19, 20) 0.35 5 x 5 0.70 

0.90 5 x 5 1 x 
150°C (19) 0 < x 5 0.10 CY 

0.35 5 x 5 1 E 
650°C (7) 0-c x 5 0.04 

0.22 I x 5 0.37 ; 
0.44 5 x 5 0.49 p’ 
0.88 5 x I 1 Y 

From there a revised f(T, x) diagram 
given in Fig. 6 can be inferred. 

Li,V,Os: x(x < 1) and Temperature- 
Dependent Structural Evolution 

Room Temperature 

wLixV,05. The V,O, structure favors the 
intercalation of Li, via the (100) face and 

T”C 

500 

400 

300 

200 

loo 

x 
0' 0:2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

mainly via the (010) face where large rhom- 
bic channels running parallel to [OlO] exist, 
thus producing this a-form so often adopted 
by several M cations for small values of 
x. This inturn leads to a decrease in cell 
parameter a, while b and c remain virtually 
constant (19). 

E-LixV205. The coexistence of phases of 
(Y- and E- means that E has a different struc- 
ture, like cw’-NaVZO,; i.e., the amount of 
V4+ increases asx augments. The cell exhib- 
its important variation with x (19, 20), a de- 
creasing and c increasing, while b does not 
vary significantly (see Table I). The increase 
in c is readily explained by the increasing 
number of lithium atoms between the layers. 
The a variation is not easy to understand 
but can be accounted for, by noting that Li, 
in its trigonal prism and firmly attached to 
four oxygens on one layer, attracts the apex 
oxygens, thus closing the angle between the 
SP sharing corners (Fig. 7). Incidentally 
note that the S layer is puckered, maximum 
puckering occuring when the puckering 
angle of the basal oxygen plane of SP, p, is 
raised at an angle of 60” between SP. p var- 
ies ideally from 0” for V,Os up to 30”, 
allowing calculation of apmin,, the minimum 
value for parameter a of a [V,O,] layer. Thus 

apmin. = aVzO~ cos&/2) for I* = 30” + 
a pmin. = 11.12A. 

With respect to an accurate structure, 
i.e., taking into account the data provided 

a e * 

FIG. 7. Puckering of [V,O,] layers. 
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FIG. 8. Evolution of a, b, and c of the c-phase versus 
x after (19). 

by Enjalbert and Galy (4) for V,O, (Ol- 
03 = 2.652 A and 01-012 = 3.003 A), the 
01-011 closest contact should be similar 
to that of 01-012. The smallest 0103011 
angle calculated is 69”. This gives a puck- 
ering angle of 21” and hence a shortest uE of 
11.32 A. If we use the plot of Murphy et al. 
(19) of a, versus X, it evolves as a straight 
line, which extrapolated passes through 
av205. Then it is possible to derive a simple 
equation roughly representing the a, varia- 
tion at room temperature (line D) (Fig. 8) 

a, = -0.264 x + 11.512 

(for x = 1, if E-phase existed, the uE value 
would have been approx. 11.248 A). 

6-LixV,05. As x still increases, a 6 variety 
is formed and can be accounted for if one 

recalls that Li atoms filling up the trigonal 
channels along [OlO] grapple onto more and 
more 01 and 02 and drag along the [V,O,] 
layers as they move over a distance b/2. 
Now, the movement of these layers places 
a concommitant demand for more space; as 
a result and correlatively c is observed to 
expand. Following this [V,O,] layers re- 
arrangement, which brings about the forma- 
tion of the 6 network, two sites are available 
for lithium that is one in an SP form 
(0310101011011) and another as a tetra- 
hedron, T (03103101011) (see Fig. 9). The 
latter is chosen by Li (Fig. 9) as shown by 
Cava et al. (17). 

When magnesium is substituted for lith- 
ium in this structure, the a parameter is 
smaller, corresponding to maximum puck- 
ering of the [V,O,] layers (18); a circum- 
stance reasonably attributed to the double 
charge of Mg that makes it more polarizing 
than Li. 

T = 150°C 

-The a-phase still exists but the E-phase 
now covers the whole range for 0.35 I x 5 
1 after the occurrence of the phase transition 
that transforms 6 into E (16). 

-Thermal energy allows the [V,O,] lay- 
ers of 6 to be rearranged and to produce the 

031 

/ifi+&? Jq 

01 01 011 

FIG. 9. Possible SP and T sites for Li in 6-LiV,05. 
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more efficient packing encountered in 
E (V&/2 = 200 w3, V,,,,,, = 190 A3). The 
rearrangement is accompanied by an abrupt 
decrease of c following the Li “jump” into 
the largest voids of the trigonal prisms; con- 
commitantly, following the 6 3 E transition, 
the puckering slightly recedes and a in- 
creases. 

The evolution of a, and c, for 0.7 < x % 1 
is linear and slightly above the extrapolated 
lines obtained at room temperature (Fig. 8). 
This is because the results are obtained at a 
higher temperature. The value of uE for x = 
1 derived from the curve, i.e., - 11.33 A, is 
in good agreement with the value calculated 
above and corresponds to maximum puck- 
ering, i.e., - 11.320 A, confirming the as- 
sumption that this ubiquitous structural fea- 
ture is linked to the maximum chemical 
composition e-Li,V,O, under these experi- 
mental conditions. 

T = 650°C 
Here the (Y phase has the smallest homo- 

geneity range and the E phase for increasing 
x values has been transformed into three 
phases, p, p’, and y, separated by biphasic 
domains (7). 

This structural phase transition (Y (or E) 3 
p can be accounted for by a mechanism that 
is based on the aforementioned arguments 
(0 exhibits a similar [V,O,] network). 

In Fig. lOA, idealized views of (Y or E (Fig. 
a) and p (Fig. b) are given; in phase p the 
ideal upper limit corresponds to x = 0.33 
(6). Note that this limit is close to the mini- 
mum of the phase E. The upper limit for /3’ 
is x = 0.66 (7). 

If a crystallographic shear (CS) is applied 
in the plane (iO1) of E-LiV205 with a period- 
icity of 3/2a, 3/2[1OO](iOl), the structure is 
alternately sliced into slabs of types 1 and 2 
(Fig. 10B). 

Then, the S layers in these slabs are ended 
by an oxygen vacancy (square in Fig. 1OC). 
In each slab, the S layers slip by A (along 
the straight arrow) and stack, dragging a 

rearrangement of oxygens in square pyra-, 
mids (indicated by curved arrows) and form- 
ing puckered double layers of types 1 and 2 
which can be held together at the level of 
oxygen vacancies by filling them. The VO, 
SP reversal follows the classical scheme 
(Fig. 11). The alternate repetition of layers 
1 and 2 build the [V,O,] network of the p 
phase with its typical channels developed 
along [OlO]. Similarly the /3’ phase can be 
derived, the inserted Li atoms occupying 
different positions in the channel. 

The formation of the y phase can also be, 
explained as follows. 

LiV,05 : Structural Evolution 
versus Temperature 

For the highest Li concentration allowed 
by these synthesis techiques (19, 20, Z6), 
i.e., x = 1, three phases, 6, E, and y, are 
found across the entire temperature range 
from room temperature up to 650°C. 

The structural rearrangement of the 
[V,O,] network which occurs at approx. 
120°C following the phase transition 6 + E 
has already been described. 

The problem, is now to account for the 
mechanism which transforms E into the y 
phase around 350°C. Thermal perturbation 
allows the structure to improve S layer 
packing (V,, = 174.5 A3 against V,, 150°C = 
190 A3). uY is drastically diminished. Thus 
from Table I: uY =, 9.702 A while the evalu- 
ated a, = 11.320 A; the uY value being dra- 
matically below the idealized, a, - 11.248 
A, that corresponds to the largest observed 
puckering angle p = 30”. Thus the layers 
must be even more puckered. To this, 
blocks of two SP, as indicated in Fig. 12a, 
“rotate,” giving an S layer analogous to that 
observed when MO substitutes for V in the 
monoclinic V,-,Mo,05 phases (0.23 5 x 5 
0.30) (Fig. 12b) (Kihlborg (22)). Layers al- 
ternately slip along the indicated vector. 
The S organization allows a new important 
puckering to take place, one SP being able 
to complete the coordination sphere of V 
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(4 

FIG. 10. Phase transition E + p (or p’). (A) Schematic views of the projection along 10101 of (a) OL 
(or e)-Li VzOs ; (b) p (or p’)-Li,V,O,. (B) Slicing of the (I (or .s)-Li,VZ05 by the crystallographic shear 
3/2[100](?01) giving alternate 1 and 2 slabs. (C) Reconstruction of the 3-D network of P-LI,V~O~ after: 
SP reorganization into slabs; their association in double layers 1 and 2 after the A slip; and their final 
association by corner sharing. 

up to six. At the limit the V06 octahedron This type of endless strings formed by the 
shares an edge with a V05 SP. The corre- blocks of two SP extending along [OlO] and 
sponding maximum puckering angle pu,,,, is sharing corners to form the puckered [V,O,l 
90”, giving aypmin, = 8.140 A (Fig. 12~). In layers parallel to (001) are also found in po- 
fact puckering in the phase y is not so dra- tassium titanate K,Ti,O, studied by Anders- 
matic since the observed p, Al. - 65”, is lim- son and Wadsley (22). In this structure, the 
ited by the presence of lithium atoms be- unfolding of [T&O&‘- layers (puckering 
tween the layers (Fig. 12d). angle is close to zero) permits accommoda- 
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a) cl 

FIG. 11. Reversal of the square pyramid V05 

tion of more intercalated cations, i.e., two 
potassiums (K,Ti,05: monoclinic, C27m, 
a = 11.37 A, b = 3.80 A, c = 6.62 A, p = 
lOO.l”, 2 = 2). 

With respect to y-Li,V,O,, it is easy to 
imagine intermediate structures by progres- 
sively unfolding the [V,O,] layer, the puck- 
ering angle p tending toward zero and x be- 
ing able to reach two. The extra Li ion 
intercalation producing these structures il- 
lustrate the principle of the chemical twin- 
ning on the unit cell level developed by An- 
dersson and Hyde (23). 

Under conditions of solid state reactions 
(at 650°C) the r-Li,V,O, phase no longer 
exist for x > 1; a disproportion of V4+ into 
Vs+ and V3+ has been proved. However, 
this intercalation permitting phase y to be 
extended up to Li,V,O, might be performed 
by “soft” chemistry. Li,V,O, in any case 
will be the ultimate composition obtained 
for y-like structure (all vanadiums are tretra- 
valent), since V3 + cannot be accommodated 
in the SP of such layers, its coordination 
being strictly octahedral. 

Comments-Prospects 

All phases of the LiXV,Os system (0 5 
x % 1) have been described and their trans- 
formation, versus composition and/or tem- 
perature, explained simply in terms of reor- 
ganization of the VO, SP, CS and slips. The 

known M,V,O, structures made up of single 
layer S, with M = a-, E-, &Li, a’-Na, Ca 
or Mg, and NaV,O,F, are directly related. 
Even the /3- and /3’- high-temperature 3-D 
structures have been correlated to their 
mother structure .s-LiXVZOS prepared at 
room temperature. 

During phase transformation, the ability 
of [V,O,], layers to slip has been noted, as 
exemplified by E + 6 and 6 j E transitions. 

This easily rearrangement enables us to 
propose a few other structural possibilities 
(that could readily be enlarged in the same 
spirit)- that open up new prospects in the 
field of S-M,V,O, phases insofar as the inter- 
pretation of certain unknown, badly crystal- 
lized structures is concerned, thus allowing 
new chemical syntheses. By varying the ex- 

a) 

a . 
d) 

A 

FIG. 12. Proposal for the structural mechanism trans- 
forming E into y. (a) Reorganization of SP; (b) S layers 
of V,-,Mo,05 type; Cc) maximum possible puckerihg 
pLmax, = 90”; (d) y-LiV,05 phase. 
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perimental conditions or modifying the mix- 
tures of small M elements, or by partially 
replacing the vanadium element by other 
transition element, as already reported by 
Galy er al. (24) for the first mixed vanadium 
oxide bronzes MxV2.YTYOs (M = Li, Na; 
T = MO, W), or fluorine to oxygen, alterna- 
tive illustrated by the first vanadium oxide 
fluoride bronzes, NaXV205,F, (29, new 
compounds could be synthesized. 

Rules 

The [ V205], layers remain parallel and are 
allowed to slip along [OlO] by b/2 steps and 
along [ 1001 by simple steps quantified by A. 
The chosen unit A, based on the diagonal of 
the VO, SP, approx. 3.8 A, is also the height 
Oc of an octahedron. Thus A is expressed 
in terms of a fraction or unit of Oc. 

Proposals based on rhe a-LixVzOS 
Layer Sequence 

A + 112 Oc. If all the layers slip in se- 
quence, a monoclinic cell is obtained, the M 
atoms being inserted in the octahedral or 
large square pyramid sites thus created (Fig. 
13A). 

A 3 1 Oc. Then two alternatives arise; 
either: (1) the layers move as in the preced- 
ing analysis (Fig. 13B(a)) and yield a mono- 
clinic cell with the M atoms having two pos- 
sible crystallographic sites, that is, in the 
large square channels built up by bicapped 
trigonal prisms sharing faces along b, or in 
a rhombic channel defined by monocapped 
trigonal prisms sharing triangular faces 
along b; (2) the layers are alternately moved. 
Sites, similar to the former ones (those de- 
scribed in Fig. 13B(a)) can accommodate M 
atoms (Fig. 13B(b)). The cell is orthorhom- 
bit with c doubling. 

A 3 3/2 Oc. Layers slip alternately by 
A + l/2 Oc. The resulting cell is orthorhom- 
bit and c is doubled. M atoms are inserted 
into two types of large channels, built up 
along 6, by large tricapped trigonal prisms 

a . 

l 
a 

. B b) 

c 

a . C 

c 

FIG. 13. Proposal of some [V205]-like S layer pack- 
ings for MxV205 phases: (A) A = 1120~ sequential slip; 
(B) (a) A = 1Oc sequential slip; (b) A = 1Oc alternate 
slip; (C) A = 3/2Oc. 

sharing faces or trigonal prisms which share 
rectangular faces (Fig. 13C). 

Proposal Based on the &Li,V,O, 
Layer Sequence 

An example is given in Fig. 14 and corre- 
sponds to a slip A + 1 Oc. The orthorhombic 
cell is maintained but drastic changes allow 
for a possible insertion of M: thus (1) a large 
channel containing octahedral sites; these 
large octahedra share two opposite edges 
develop as a chain along [OlO]; (2) another 
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C 

I 

FIG. 14. Proposal for a possible packing of 6-[V,OJ- 
like S layer with A = 1 Oc. 

channel, built up by two rhombic prisms 
associated through their bases along b. 

Remark. The crystallographic sites indi- 
cated in the various figures, as areas of pos- 
sible M intercalation, limit the x value to 2. 
For monovalent M cations x can be equal to 
or less than 2 and for divalent x < 1; in both 
cases the upper limit corresponds to [V,O,] 
layers containing only tetravalent vanadi- 
urns. Thus any proposal for introducing V3+ 
(strict CN6) in these layers is pure nonsense. 

From Single (S) to Double Layer 
(D) Structures 

Intercalation Mechanism and Formation 
of D Layers 

As already been noted vanadium oxide 
bronzes exhibiting S layers are formed for 
low charge-low size cations, i.e., Li and Na 

OOO 
Moo0 

0 o- 

0 

FIG. 15. M atoms entering Vz05 network. 

b) 

FIG. 16. (a) Reversal of VOX SP. (b) Possible slips (1, 
2, and 3) for transforming V05 SP into V06 octahedra. 

with exceptions for Mg and Ca which form 
definite iI4V,O, compounds. 

What takes place when M increases in 
size and charge? 

Figure 15 illustrates our proposal. For 
these M atoms, insertion and diffusion occur 
more easily every two layers because of dis- 
tortions at the edge of the lattice created by 
their entry. Subsequently some VO, SP turn 
backward following the classical scheme 
(Fig. 11) and the layers slip as vanadium 
rearranges in the empty space and bond with 
oxygens (Figs. 16a,b). 

Three types of slip can occur that give rise 
to: 

1 3 D4 layer (Fig. 17a); 
2 3 D4M layer, mirror image of the former 
(Fig. 17b); 
3 + DZ layer (Fig. 17~). 

From the known structures, it is clear that 
in these double layers vanadium atoms de- 
picted as occupying octahedra are in fact 
displaced in the upper part of the octahedra 
close to the M layer (or attracted, to form 
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D4 

b) 
0 0 0 0 

D4M 

- c) 
0 0 0 0 

DZ 

FIG. 17. Formation of D4, D4M, and DZ layers. 

the V = 0 bond). The median plane of the 
double layers D exhibits weak V-O bonds, 
generally V-O = 2.2 to 2.3 A. 

The Key Structure: r-Na,,,oV,05 

Recently a new T-N~,,,,V~O~ VOB has 
been prepared and its structure determined 
by Savariault et al. (26). It is a monoclinic 
compound, C2/m, a = 11.648(2) A, b = 
3.650(7) A, c = 8.879(l) A, /3 = 90.93(2)“, 
z = 4. 

During structure refinement one vana- 
dium atom and three oxygens fully occupied 
their crystallographic sites. The other inde- 
pendent vanadium and two oxygens belong- 
ing to its coordination sphere were located 
in two neighboring sites, each with 50% oc- 
cupancy. The resulting structure is a perfect 
intergrowth of two phases (A and B) with the 
same cell parameters but different V double 

layers (D4 for A and DZ for B), and the 
sodium atoms lying between them (Fig. 18). 
The intergrowth plane results from a D4 
layer type followed by another of the DZ 
type. In the interlayer space AB, note that 
the sites for Na atoms (i.e., rhombic + trigo- 
nal prisms) are mirror images of those ex- 
isting between two homologous layers AA. 
The Na sites between BB layers are differ- 
ent (trigonal prisms + octahedra). 

The existence of this new phase strength- 
ens the model for the double layer formation 
proposed above. 

Double Layer Structures (D) 

All structures can be described with the 
same underlying basis of [V,O,], layers, 
which are more or less displaced along [ 1001 
by quantified A slips that generate classical 
regular polyhedra between the layers for in- 
serted cations. 

4 
“‘6 

;Nal 0 

’ /Na2 0 

” ! Nal 0 

fNa2 0 
c ~ y=lt2 

t 
/B 

-1.. 

Intergrowth 
c +- --...___. 

plane 

k 

FIG. 18. Idealized structure of the T-N~~~,~V~O, 
phase; intergrowth of two types of crystals A and B. 
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a 
I * 

D4 

FIG. 19. Ideal drawing of the S-Ag,V205 VOB (D4) 
structure corresponding to A = 0 Oc. 

First Prototype: &Ag,V,O, (A = 0 Oc) 

This first D-VOB was synthesized and its 
structure determined by S. Andersson (27). 
It exhibits the typical D4 type layers with 
vanadium atoms in distorted octahedra 
(CN = 5 + 1). The silver atoms between the 
layers are described as fivefold coordinated 
to oxygens; the description of Ag polyhedra 
can be extended and depicted as a mono- 
capped trigonal prism. 

As reported by Andersson these double 
layers are similar to those of titanium oxide 
bronze Na,Ti02 (Andersson and Wadsley 
m). 

It is noteworthy that the [V,O,], layers 
are packed without relevant slipping (p - 
90’) and according to the rules put forward 
in a preceding paragraph, A = 0 Oc. 

This structure is also adopted by the VOB 
phase 6-SrXV,05 (29) and &K,V,O, (x - 
0.50) (30). 

An ideal drawing is given in Fig. 19. The 
inserted atoms are accommodated in mono- 
capped trigonal prisms which share a rectan- 
gular face, making a chain parallel to [OlO]. 

VOB 04 Structure with A = -112 Oc 
The ideal structure obtained after dis- 

placement A = - l/2 Oc and illustrated in 
Fig. 20 fits in well with the structure of 

D4 

FIG. 20. Ideal drawing of VOB structures D4 with 
A = -l/2 Oc. 

first model of the v phases. In this context, 
calcium atoms partially occupy crystallo- 
graphic sites which are quasi-aligned in a 
planeparallel to (001) (31). This model also 
corresponds to the v-M,V,O, phases with 
M= Kwithx-0.62(30),Rbwithx-0.40, 
or again NH, with x - 0.50 (33). 

VOB 04 Structure with A = + 1 Oc 

Figure 21 shows the resulting ideal mono- 
clinic structure after a displacement A = + 1 
Oc. The built up network resides between 
the layers, trigonal pyramides (threefold 
axis along [loo]) sharing rectangular faces 
and developing large rectangular tunnels 
running along [OlO] and octahedral 

a 

C 

sites 

D4 

FIG. 2 1. Ideal drawing of the VOB structures D4 with 
Ca,V,O, VOB with x = 0.60, which is the A = 1 OC. 
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C 

. 

D4 

D4M 

FIG. 22. Schematic drawing of K,V205 VOB with 
x i= 0.50 exhibiting alternate packing of D4 and D4M 
layer types. 

sharing edges and generating a chain along 
[OlO]. 

Such an arrangement of [V,O,], layers 
corresponds to the E-CU,V,O~ (X = 0.85) 
studied by Galy ef al. (34). In reality copper 
atoms partly occupy two different sites, a 
somewhat different situation from those in- 
dicated on the idealized figure. 

VOB 04 and D4M Structures 

By interlaying D4 and D4M and using var- 
ious slips A several original structures can 
be created. 

Only the structure of p-K,V,O,, VOB 
with x - 0.5 just determined by Savariault 
et al., is indicated in Fig. 22; it is formed by 
alternate stacking of D4 and D4M layers 
without A displacement sandwiching K 
atoms (35). Potassium atoms partially oc- 
cupy sites at the centre of a cube which 
share faces along Oy and trigonal prisms 
associated by rectangular faces along [OIO]. 

VOB DZ Structures 

Similar variations are also possible using 
DZ-type layers. 

While pure phase has not been prepared 
the B crystal of the 7-N+.,,V,O, intergrowth 
VOB illustrates a first example (26). Never- 

theless, we are confident that these phases, 
the ideal structure of which is illustrated in 
Fig. 23, will soon be synthesized. 

Conclusion 

On the basis of a deep understanding of 
the V,05 structure establishing the strict ox- 
ygen pyramidal coordination of vanadium, 
the structural unit, an endless double string 
of SP sharing edges and corners with the 
-3.7-A period (Fig. 24a), allows to describe 
all the structures of the S layers of the 
MXV205 phases and make structural rela- 
tionships or phase transition mechanisms 
easier to explain and to depict. 

Then this should enable us to put forward 
new proposals involving various packings 
of S layers sandwiching M intercalated 
cations. 

The S-layer shrinkage, with the extension 
of the vanadium coordination from fivefold 
up to sixfold gives rise to the formation of 
double layers D4 (or D4M) characterized 
by quadruple strings of octahedral sharing 
edges along [OIO] (-3.7 A period) (Fig. 24b) 
or again DZ layers built up by cross-linked 
double strings of octahedra (Fig. 24~). 

The rule set forth for the relative layer 
displacement, A, expressed as a fraction or 
a unit of the height Oc of an octahedron, has 
been successfully applied to the classifica- 
tion of various classes. 

a 

02 

C 

I 

FIG. 23. Ideal structure built up by DZ layer type. 
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DZ 
D4 

a) b) 

FIG. 24. Various endless strings encountered: (a) double string of V05 square pyramid in S layers; 
(b) quadruple string of VOs octahedra in D4 and D4M 
octahedra in DZ layers. 

These results suggest further precize 
structural investigations so as to follow or 
predict the S- or D-layer packing versus the 
nature, stoichiometry, charge, and size of 
intercalated cations. 

The versatility of all these it4,V,0s 
phases, the so-called vanadium oxide 
bronzes, containing vanadium in both 5+ 
and 4+ states located in square pyramids of 
oxygens (CN5 can be extended to trigonal 
bypyramid) or octahedra, accommodating a 
variation of the ratio V5+/V4+ following the 
stoichiometry in intercalated cation A4 de- 
fined by parameter x is one of the most re- 
markable family in the field of solid state 
chemistry. 
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